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Abstract—The implementation of accurate solutions to syn-
chronize the transceiver’s clocks in real-time operations plays
a major role in the current development of communication sys-
tems. Considering the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM)-based systems, adopted for the deployment of fifth-
generation mobile networks (5G), industrial networks, and the
wireless local area network (WLAN) standard, several reported
solutions focus on field-programmable gate array (FPGA) designs
for the clock synchronization in real-time operations. However,
reported solutions describe with minor details the impact of
the introduced quantization noise error (QNE) based on the
implemented bit-width. Their studies provide insights to im-
plement digital solutions of reduced complexity. The current
article provides theoretical expressions to characterize accuracy
and precision while synchronizing the transmitter’s clock. The
presented analysis is intended to support designers to evaluate
the clock synchronization design considering the bit-width for
implementing the given system.

Index Terms—WLAN, Clock Synchronization, FPGA, Quan-
tization Noise Errors.

I. INTRODUCTION

In present-days, wireless communication systems must be
designed to cope with challenging application fields, for in-
stance, the massive connection of mobile devices, industrial
networks, remote sensing-related applications, as well as intel-
ligent transportation systems [1]–[3]. Specifically, 5G and in-
dustrial wireless networks (based on IEEE 802.11 or 802.15.4
standards) adopt the use of OFDM-based modulation schemes
in WLAN topologies to implement the physical layer [2], [4].

One of the major challenges in real-time and reliable hard-
ware implementations for wireless communication systems is
the synchronization issue. As depicted in Fig. 1, each com-
municating node operates guided by its own system’s clock
to transmit packets asynchronously. Based on the received
packets, each receiver node must minimize errors between
its reference and the transmitter clock to be aligned with the
received data. A misalignment of the clocks may produce a
self-interference that limits the received signal-to-noise ratio
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Fig. 1. Wireless interconnection of nodes inside the factory.

(SNR) to be less than 20 dB [5], which in turn will degrade
the rate of transmission. To that end, preamble-based synchro-
nization methods are implemented to identify the dedicated
synchronization sequences prepended to the data packet.

Due to the need of timely operation of synchronizers,
several solutions are reported in FPGA to implement the
real-time functioning of the synchronization algorithms. Its
major concern is regarded as low complexity designs due
to limited processing time and hardware resource utilization.
A low complexity, fast processing synchronization algorithm
known as Schmidl & Cox algorithm [6] has been often
used in real-time FPGA systems; either unchanged [7], or
resource optimized, as described in [8], [9] and [10]. The
work in [6] has proposed to search the maximum-likelihood
between repetitive preamble parts by implementing the auto-
correlation procedure. Auto-correlation has a significant ad-
vantage over cross-correlation in terms of complexity, but not
in its performance [11]. Therefore, systems based on [6], often
need to apply a fine correction to the synchronization result
afterward, which is also true for the reported solutions in [8]
to [10], where [9] and [10] utilize the preamble structure of the
standards mentioned above. For high-speed future systems, the
work in [12] has proposed to send 1-bit repetitive sequences to
provide sufficient performance from [6]. The IEEE802.11 case
analyzed below defines a multi-level sequence. To characterize
these algorithms, two metrics are widely used, i.e. accuracy



and precision [4]. The former is related to the location of the
peaks at the output of the correlator regarding the ideal case,
while the precision is given by the variance of their position.

However, the methods reported above are not fully described
in terms of the impact of QNE. QNE will introduce additional
noise sources in the system which, in turn, will deteriorate the
system performance. In this direction, only the report in [13]
has analyzed the impact of the fixed point implementation in
the synchronization system supported by simulations. How-
ever, a detailed analysis to balance synchronization perfor-
mance (accuracy and precision) in terms of implemented bit-
width, is still unreported.

The current article addresses the study of reported solu-
tions to synchronize packets in the IEEE 802.11 standard by
analyzing and evaluating the impact of QNE on the system
performance. We aim to derive the proper analytic expression
to derive the QNE power at the output of the Schmidl and
Cox algorithm when implemented in FPGA. The resulting ex-
pression will allow evaluating the impact of the total bit-width
in the achievable accuracy and precision of the synchronizers.
This may also support designers when implementing their own
solutions in digital technology.

The content of the paper is organized as follows. Based
on frame synchronization algorithms to estimate the symbol
time offset (STO), a detailed analytical model to implement
hardware time stamping mechanisms and their verification is
provided in Section II. As a result, we report the impact on
the system performance in terms of the bit-width to represent
the digital sequences in Section III. The resulting study and
their simulation is provided in Section IV), which will support
with further guidelines to designers on the real hardware
implementation of OFDM synchronization systems in FPGA.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND FPGA DESCRIPTION OF THE
CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION ALGORITHM

Based on the IEEE 802.11 standard, the transmitter and
receiver clocks are synchronized based on the received pream-
ble sequence [9]. Two synchronization algorithms are typ-
ically used to detect the asynchronous arrival of a packet-
based on auto-correlation and cross-correlation mechanisms.
Auto-correlation is applied to obtain a coarse estimation of
the STO (to be implemented with the SS symbols), whereas,
cross-correlation operation is implemented for the fine STO
estimation with improved accuracy (to be implemented with
the LS symbols) as depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. IEEE Preamble and time line.

Following the reported solution in [9] (based on the
Schmidl & Cox algorithm [6]), the coarse STO estimator is

implemented by computing the autocorrelation of the received
signal Rrr[τ ], where τ = 16. The value of τ = 16 is based
on the inherent periodicity due to the inserted SS sequence in
the short preamble, as depicted in Fig. 2. The auto-correlation
is estimated by using 144 samples as R̂rr[k] = rHk · rk−16,
where r = [rk rk+1 ...rk+143] represents a vector of 144 sam-
ples of the received OFDM signal sampled at fm = 20 MHz.
The auto-correlator is computed over 144 samples expanded
over all the SS symbols from each received preamble (except
for the first 16 samples because of the correlator-lag). Their
implementation will produce a peak, ideally located at sam-
ple k = 160 after the last SS symbol. The sequence for the
symbols GI and LS will not exhibit the same periodicity, thus
the 16 samples-lag auto-correlator output will be nearly zero
over these time intervals.

The FPGA block diagram to implement the coarse
STO estimation method is depicted in Fig. 3 [9]. In this
diagram, the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) blocks
will introduce a two’s complement binary representation
of the input signal, those to be processed through
the blocks connected next to the right. The coarse
estimation method is implemented for the absolute value
of the auto-correlation procedure regarding R̂rr[k]. To
that end, their inner product is decomposed, for the
real R̂rr Re[k] and the imaginary parts R̂rr Im[k], as
(
∑144
l=1 (r(k−l) Re × r(k−l−16) Re +r(k−l) Im × r(k−l−16) Im),

and
∑144
l=1 (r(k−l) Im × r(k−l−16) Re −r(k−l) Re ×

r(k−l−16) Im), respectively, where the terms r(k−l) Re
and r(k−l) Im are the real and imaginary parts of the received
preamble, r(k−l−16) Re and r(k−l−16) Im are the delayed real
and imaginary parts of the received preamble by 16 samples,
respectively, and k is the time index.

The coarse STO estimation method is implemented by
properly obtaining these four terms as depicted in Fig. 3.
Departing from the received real and imaginary sequences
of the preamble, delay and multiplier blocks are connected
to produce these four terms. Finally, the resulting four terms
are added and interconnected to the average block, which
implements a sliding window of 144 samples. The outputs
of the average blocks are both squared and added to obtain
the coarse estimation output.

III. MODELING THE IMPACT OF QNE IN THE CLOCK
SYNCHRONIZATION PERFORMANCE

The QNE produced by the digital system results from two
sources: the finite precision representation of the received
signal at the output of the ADC blocks, and the finite rep-
resentation of the system coefficients to process the signal. In
our case, given that the diagram in Fig. 3 is free of coefficients,
then the QNE will be only produced by the ADC blocks.

Provided that the system will operate with a finite total
number of bits B, a noisy term will be introduced by the
quantization procedure, which is typically modeled by a
white noise random variable with uniform probability density
function in the range [−∆/2 ∆/2], where ∆ = XADC

22B is
the maximum error introduced by the ADC, and XADC is
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Fig. 3. Block diagram for the coarse STO estimation method (Auto-correlator).

the full ADC dynamic amplitude range [14]. Considering the
received signal rk, then the QNE model will introduce an
additional random variable n

(q)
k at the output of the ADC

as r(ADC)
k = rk+n

(q)
k , where rk = sk+n

(g)
k , sk is the received

signal, n(g)
k represents the Gaussian noise signal introduced by

the channel, and k is the time index.
To describe the impact of QNE on the implemented coarse

clock synchronization method, here we model the output peaks
by a triangle function as depicted in Fig. 4 with the solid line.
This will be in correspondence with the peaks produced by
the coarse method. The amplitude (A) of the triangle function
will be equated to the maximum peak of the auto-correlator

output as A = maxR2
rr[k] =

(∑144
k=0 |sk|2

)2

in accordance
with the diagram in Fig. 3 and the preamble sequence in
Fig. 2. The width of the triangle function (τ ) is adjusted to
provide the same standard deviation of the produced peaks at

the correlator output as τ = 3
√

2
3 ×

(∑144
1=1 (k− 144

2 )
2
R2
rr[k]∑144

1=1 R
2
rr[k]

) 1
2

given that the standard deviation of a given triangle function
is ∆τ = 1

3

√
3
2τ [15].
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Fig. 4. Modeling the output of the synchronization methods and the impact
of the introduced QNE.

Considering the verified QNE standard deviation at the out-
put of both systems, denoted by ∆

1
2
oq , this corrupting noise will

modify the amplitude by a quantity less than m ×∆
1
2
oq , with

a probability bounded by P∆oq
≤
(
1− 1

m2

)
(Chebyshev’s

inequality [15]). This is represented by the dashed lines in
Fig. 4. By geometric considerations, the introduced spreading
in the time domain (∆(q)

τ ) produced by the QNE spreading at
the output of the system (m×∆

1
2
oq) will be given by

∆(q)
τ =

τ

A
m∆

1
2
oq. (1)

Besides, to provide a metric based on the relative introduced
spreading by QNE in comparison to the ideal implementation
(infinite total number of bits), we evaluate the metric

∆
(q)
τ

∆τ
= 3

√
2

3

1

A
m∆

1
2
oq. (2)

By means of the equation in (2) we describe the impact of
QNE in the precision of the recovered clock by the term ∆

1
2
oq .

Implicitly, in this model, we consider that QNE will increase
the spreading and not the location of peaks, which in turn will
imply that the system accuracy is not affected. This assumption
will be illustrated later in Section IV.

A. QNE output variance for the coarse synchronization
method

Considering the coarse method, implemented by the dia-
gram in Fig. 3, the output signal on the upper branch R2

rr Re[k]
will be given by

R2
rr[k] =R2

16[k] + 2R16

143∑
l=0

n
(q)
k−ln

(q)
k−l−16+ (3)

+

(
143∑
l=0

n
(q)
k−ln

(q)
k−l−16

)2

,

where R16[k] represents the auto-correlation of the received
signal rk with lag 16 computed in the ideal case (infinite total
number of bits). The second and third terms in (3) represent
the effect of random QNE provided the finite implementation
of the block diagram in Fig. 3 with a total of B bits. Given
the first and second -moments of n(q)

k , given by µq and σ2
q ,

respectively, the variance of the output random signal ∆oq is
given by

∆oq = E
{
f(x)2

}
− E {f(x)}2 , (4)

where x = [xk, xk−1, ..., xk−143] represents a vector with
components xk = n

(q)
k × n

(q)
k−16 and f(x) is referred to the

last two-terms in (3) as

f(x) = 2R16

143∑
l=0

xk−l +

(
143∑
l=0

xk−l

)2

. (5)

Besides, the terms in (4) can be approximated by the first three
terms of the following Taylor series as [16]



E {f(x)} ≈f(x) + f ′(x)|x=x x− x+ (6)

+
1

2
× f ′′(x)|x=x (x− x)

2 ≈ 1

2
× 2× 144σ2

x ,

and similarly

E
{
f(x)2

}
≈1

2
×

2R16

143∑
l=0

xk−l +

(
143∑
l=0

xk−l

)2
∣∣∣∣∣∣

x=x

×

(7)

×

(
2× 144R16 + 2× 144

143∑
l=0

xk−l

)∣∣∣∣∣
x=x

σ2
x

≈4× 1442R16σ
2
x .

Next, by considering each component of the vector x
where n(q)

k−l and n
(q)
k−l−16 are independent random variables,

then xk = µ
n
(q)
k−l
µ
n
(q)
k−l−16

= 0, and σ2
x = ∆4

122 provided

that ∆q = ∆2

12 [14]. Finally, the variance at the output
of the coarse synchronization method can be approximated
by ∆oq ≈ 4× 144R2

16∆4 −∆8. Then, having all together, by
replacing the obtained result for ∆oq in (1), we obtain the
introduced additional variance by the QNE effects.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To assess the correctness of the theoretical formulation, we
evaluate the relative error regarding the predicted variance
(by means of the theoretical expression in (1)) and the pro-
duced by the actual implementation of the system in Fig. 3
as
(∣∣∣∆(q)

τ −∆
(q)
τ,FPGA

∣∣∣/∆(q)
τ,FPGA

)
. The obtained ratios are around 2%

and are independent of the bit-width, what shows that the
theoretical model fits the implementation results with a fixed
small error for each value of B.

As an evaluation of the impact of QNE for a given SNRs,
Fig. 5 depicts the accuracy and precision (in samples) for
the coarse estimator. Given the clock difference between
the transmitter and the reference in the receiver, denoted
by ε, accuracy is measured by their mean value ε̄, whereas
precision is represented by their standard deviation (ε2)

1
2 .

These are the two common metrics to evaluate how well the
system is aligned with the incoming frame [4]. Regarding the
implemented design as represented by the block diagram in
Fig. 3, nearly similar results are obtained independent of the
total number of bits (8, 12, 16, and 32). The constant behavior
regarding the bit-width can be explained considering the white
statistical process regarding the QNE. By implementing the
auto-correlator procedure, the white noise QNE process is
effectively canceled out as long as white noise processes
have zero correlation except for τ = 0. Consequently, this
result implies that an increased total number of bits will not
improve performance, but introduce larger resource utilization
and increase power consumption. Usage of high-resolution
DSP blocks but general FPGA logic might also be sub-optimal,
shown for cross-correlation in [17].
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Fig. 5. Impact of the QNE in the SNR range [7 20] dB regarding accuracy
and precision for the coarse synchronization method.

Fig. 6 evaluates the symbol error rate (SER) to account
for the impact of the QNE when transmitting quadrature shift
keying (QPSK)-OFDM symbols. To that end, the MatLab®1

code provided in [18] was used to obtain these curves, where
misalignments were introduced by implementing a fractional
delay filter as in [19]. Following the curves in Fig. 6, the 8-bits
case introduces the largest performance difference, while
the 12, 16, and 32 bits behave nearly similar to the ideal
correlator. Future studies will be conducted to analyze in
further detail this marked difference.
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Fig. 6. Impact of the QNE in the SER for QPSK symbols transmitted using
OFDM.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOKS

We investigated the impact of QNE on auto-correlation
based symbol time offset estimation for an OFDM based sys-
tem. To that end, we derived theoretical expressions to account
for the impact of the QNE based on the Schmidl & Cox
algorithm. Results exhibited the validation of the derived the-
oretical expressions with a close correspondence to the current
implementation. The precision and accuracy also exhibited not
being substantially influenced by the QNE. Larger bit-width (at
least beyond 8-bits) will not produce an improved performance
regarding accuracy and precision, but increases the complexity.
The analysis regarding sampling and carrier frequency offset is
still to be considered. The impact on performance by different
algorithm resolutions also remains open for future work.

1MATLAB is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
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